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ANTA FE NEW
'

TWIXT FIRE

TWO REUNIONS

General Irving Hale Will be Elected President of the Society of the Army of
Crib
the Philippines.

The Burning of a Waterworks
Cost the Lives of
Ten Men,

ROOSEVELT IS MOW

INJURED

FATALLY

TwoOharred Bodies Were Found in the
Altitude of Prayer The Orib Supplied
Air to Men Working Below the
Bottom of the Lake.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 14. Fire early today destroyed the temporary water
works crib two miles out in the lake,
resulting in the death of at least ten
men, while two other: are probably fa
tally Injured. In addition to a large
number of workmen in the crib, eleven
others were at work in a tunnel leading
from It 200 feef below the bottom of the
lake. As the air was pumped from the
crib to supply the men working in the
tunnel it was cut off and it was at first
supposed-tha- t
these men all perished.
men in
Subsequently, however, nine
the tunnel were rescued after heroic
work on the part of their fellow workmen. It is said that two men are still
In the tunnel, but those rescued staff!
that one of these, Victor Kaufman of
Can ton, is dead.
Following is a list of the dead and Injured as far as known: John Martina,
drowned; Mike Snyder, drowned; Arthur Hasty, drowned; Victor Kaufman,
names
Canton, suffocated; Ave men,
unknown, burned to death. The Injured are: John Lee, back broken;
O.
Braddock, frightfully burned. The fire
and harbor tugs, with rescuing parties
reached the crib soon after the
flames broke out, but when they airlv-e- d
the structure was a seething
mass
of flames and all hope of saving it was
abandoned. Men stark naked
could
be distinguished swimming and floatfor help.
ing in the water shouting
Others were clinging to ropes
which
they tied to rafters, but the flames weFe
burning the ropes away, and one by
one the men were falling into the lake.
Tugs circled around the burning crib,
picking up men from the water, meantime playing heavy streams upon the
flames. After hours of hard work the
flames were diminished enouglt-tpermit the firemen to climb up the charred
steps and fight the fire from the interior. Then .the horror of the calamity
was first realized. Everything was a
total wreck. While the firemen were
pouring water on the flames there was
a roaring furnace beneath which could
rot be reached. But'the firemen 'clung
to 'their places and fought every inch
of the way until the fire was under control. After two hours of hard work,
five charred human bodies were found
burned beyond recognition. Two were
in the attitude of prayer.
Superintendent Klngsley of the water works department, who is in charge
of the rescue work at the crib, said this
afternoon that an attempt
would be
made at once to rescue the men still In
the tunnel. It is believed that four men
are still imprisoned under the lake.
THREE STILL IN THE CRIB.
Cleveland O., Aug. 14. Late this afternoon it became
known . positively
that three men were still in the tunnel.
They are Adam Kest, John Engine and
Victor Kaufman. The latter is known
to be dead and the other two, experienced men say, could scarcely have lived
In the dead air all these hours. Several attempts were made to reach them
but the rescuers were driven out.

.

.

The Wool Market.
St. Louis, August 14. Wool is steady
and unchanged; territory and western
medium, 14
16; fine, 11
15; coarse,
14.

THE INVADER

THE COMMUNAL

OF YETERANS

AND WATER

11

AT

HUTCHINSON

14. Vice
Aug.
Hutchinson, Kas.,
President Roosevelt en route from Col
orado, stopped here and addressed several thousand vlterans
attending the
state Grand Army. oJ the Republic re
union. He arouse5k great enthusiasm.
We can never make a country all It
should be," he said "until we honor
the man who works, until we accept
the principle that the man is to be
judged on his work as a man."
PHILIPPINE VETERANS.
Salt Luke, Utah, &)g. 14. The par
a'le was the"principal feature of the
second day of the annual reunion of the
society of the Army of the Philippines.
General Irving Hale who Was placed
In nomination for president of the so
ciety, will undoubtedly be elected.

REPORT.

MONET AND METAL.
New York, Aug. 14. Monev on call
SJtf per cent.
Primo
nominally at 3
5 Silver, 58 J.
mercantile paper, 4H
GRAIN.
,
Chicago, Aug. 14. Wheat. August,
September, 73. Corn, August, 58;.
59
Oats, August,
September, 59
30 X September, 30K- PORK, LAUD, RIBS.
Pork, August, 914.05; September, $14.-1S8.70
88.72f;
Lard, August,
$8.75. ""Ribs, AuSoptembor, 8.73tf
gust, $8,00; September, 83.05. '
STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 14. Cattle,
others
10,000; choice feeders ' strong;
cattle steady to easy.
Native steers, $4.75 $5.80; Texas and
Indian steers, $3.80
$3.80; Texas grass
$4.00; Texas cows, $3.40
steers; $3.80
$3.90; native cows and heifers, $3.50
$5.00; stockers and feeders, $3.65
$4 50; calves, $3.00
$4.30; bulls, $3.40

72;

$5.25.

-

-

Sheep, receipts, 4,000; strong. Mut$4.00; lambs, $4.50
tons, $3.00
$3.50; stock
$5.35; range sheep, $3.00
ewes, $3.00
$2.0.
Chicago, Aug". 14. Cattle, receipts,
33,500; best steady, others weak.
Good to prime steers, $5.50
$6.35;
$5.30; stockers
poor to medium, $4.10
and feeders, $3.25
$4.00; cows, $2.10
$5.35: heifers. $3.00 a $5.30; canners,
$4.25;'
$1.50
$3.25; bulls, $3.30
$6.00; Texas fed steers.
calves, $3.25
$3.00
$4.60; western steers, $4.50
$5.00,
15c
Sheep, 20,000; stronger; lambs 10
higher. Good to choice wethers, $3.65
$4.35; fair to choice mixed, $3.25
$4.35;
$3.75; western sheep, $3 25
$4.40; native lambs,
yearlings, $3.75
$3.40
$5.50; western Jlambs, $4.30.
'
$5.50. -

a

-
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Twentieth Century Medicine.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic are as
far ahead of ancient pill poisons and
liquid physic as the electric light of
the tallow candle. Genuine stamped
C. C. C. Never sold in bulk. All
druggists, ioc.

BOTH SIDES
CUP

MAKE GAINS

A Race Between the Constitution and the

The Ruined Pueblos and Cliff and
Cave Dwellings West of
Santa Fe.

WERE OCCUPIER
Some Rational Theories

RECENTLY
as to

tin

Otigin
and the History of the Many Ruins to
ba Found West of the
Capital.

The Amalgamated Strikers Score
Heavily at the McKeesport Na-

Columbia Deolared Off Owing to
Laok of Wind. ;
SIR

UPTON

STARTS

FOR AMERICA

Bateman's Point, Aug. 14. With a
record of six wins each in the races
thus far this season the i Constitution
and Columbia prepared for another 30
mile contest over the course off Bren-ton- 's
Reef lightship today. This is the
last of the New York Yacht club's
Newport series of races lor the cup defenders.
THE CANADIAN BOAT A WINNER.
Chicago, Aug. 14. Tl o Invader derace
feated the Cadillac in the yacht
again today, thereby, winning the Can!
ada's cup.
THE RACE CALLED OFF.
Bateman's Point, Aug. 14'. At 3:35
the race was called off for lack of wind.
The Columbia had a slight lead.
LIPTON STARTS FOR NEW YORK.
London, Aug. 14. Sir Thomas Llpton
started for the United States today. A
and
cheering crowd of acquaintances
well wishers assembled at the station
to bid him farewell.

The jtiew Mexico
School of Pjines

tional Tube Company's Mill.

SOCORRO, N. JH .
Fall Session Begins September 9, 1901.

FULLY 65,O0TARE IDLE NOW
The Steel Trust Succeeded in Opening Two
Mills at the Painter Plant at Pittsburg and the Orescent Tin Plate
at Oleveland.

REGULAR DEGREE COURSES OF STUDY:

I.
II.

--

ti,

.

,

me-tat- es

.

.

BITTEN BY A DOG.

--

,

The Son of Governor Otero Horribly Man-

gled by the Animal,
Shortly after noon today, as Miguel,
the handsome and interesting 0 year old
son of Governor and Mrs. Otero, was
mansion on
pialng near the executive
Washington avenue, ho was attacked by
a dog who bit the boy in the side and
through the arm leaving several ugly
wounds. The dog was shot Immediately.
was
summoned
and
Doctor Sloan
cauterized the wounds. Mrs. Otero, little Miguel and the attending physician
will leave for Chicago this evening
where the boy will be treated at the
Pasteur institute. Governor and Mrs.
Otero have the sympathy of the community in this new affliction and every
one hopes for the speedy : recovery of
.
llttlo Miguel.
THE TEACHERS'
The Enrollment is

INSTITUTE.

Thirty-fo-

ur

Interest

ing Discussions. (
So far 34 have, been In attendance a

Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 14. The lower
union plant of the Carnegie works was
an hour late in starting ' today. " The
strikers cia.m that th- will ha-- tlie
mill seriously crippled, he big Painter
mills were started today. The reopening of the plant was a surprise to the
strikers. The employes of the pipe mill
of the National Tube company at McKeesport struck today. This practical
ly ties the plant up. It is estimated that
McKees13,000 men are on strike at
port.
BOTH SIDES MAKE GAINS.
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 14. In round
numbers the last strike order by President Shaffer has been obeyed by 20,000
men. The total number rendered idle
by all three orders is now placed at
65,000 men.
'
The manufacturers continue to hold
their ground at Chicago, Joliet, Bay-vieYoungstown, Columbus, Kiskim-ineta- s
Valley and in all the Carnegie
plants except the lower union mill at
Pittsburg. In the latter the strikers
made some gains. The steel corporation scored today in reopening two mills
at the Painter plant at Pittsburg, and
forcing the opening of the Crescent tin
plant at Cleveland. The strikers scored
when
heavily at McKeesport
today
nearly 3,000 men and boys employed by
tho National Tube company joined the
forces of the strikers and tied the plant
up.
3

Gobbled by Russia.
from
London, Aug. 14. A dispatch
Shanghai says that the Russians at
the czar's
New Chwang proclaimed
suzerainty over that district, abrogated the Chinese laws and prohibited the
natives from referring disputes to any
but Russians for settlement.

tho Normal Institute at the high school
Volume IX of New Mexico Reports
in this citv. Professor Hagget, of
now be supplied by The New Mexcan
an
at
visitor
was
interested
Thornton,
the normal yesterday. Visitors are al- ican Printing Company. Delivered et
made welcome.
publisher's price of $3.30.
-ways
Superintendent John V. Conway has
shown his intorest in the teachers and
tho normal by being present each day.
and carefully observing the progress of
the work.
The institute outlines of the various
subjects Introduced by Professor Owen
are proving to be a groat success. They
systematize the work and present each
subject in a logical manner.
There will be a demand lor about uu
teachers In Santa Fe county the present
yoar. All who attond the institute ana
pass tho examinations will have an
opportunity to teach one school and
so mo two, as the probability is that
some applicants will fall to conform to
the law. Of course any one can teach
If he desires to do so, but only those who
conform to the new law can draw any
salary from the public fund.
The question, "shall reading be taught
by the alphabet method, the word
method, the phonic method, or the sentence method." has been under dis
cussion for the past two days and has
brought forth quite earnest and spirited
discussions as all methods have their
advocates.
Professor Owen puzzled the institute
yesterday when ho proposed tho follow
ing question In per cent lor solution:
"Had an article cost 10 per cent less,
the Dumber of per cent gain would have
been 15 more. What was the gain per
cent?" Only one attendant of in the
institute had a solution.
The following are attending the banta
Fe county institute. Matilda Alonzo,
Myrtle Uoyle, Ella May tferger, Elizabeth R. Cross. M. Tessie Call, Flavlo
Jennie Call, Mabel Conway, Mrs. H.
L. Dunning, Owen L. Wood, Mrs. D. C.
Fletcher, Jose Gonzales, Ava Glidden,
Louisa Schnepple, Amelia Gutterman,
R, R. Grant, Sixto Garcia, Mrs. Grace
B. Hall. Beatrice Herscb. Urna Hfckox,
Mary M. Marsh; Julia Nicholson, J. R.
Ortiz, Daisy Patterson and Cam Ho
of Santa Fe, and A. S. Bundy, Mrs.
A. 8. Bundy, Bland; Laura Carter, Patriot, Ohio; Fanny McNuIty, Mae Sullivan. Burta Rovers. Cerrillos; G. L.
Marsh, Jr., Clayton, and 3. L. Smith of
Embudo.

Chemistry and Metallurgy
'

Fnginexing

Mining

III. ..Civil Engineering

.

In "Nasby in Exile in Rouen"
the
professor is kept In a state of constant
ecstacy over the venerable antiquities
while-M- r.
exTibblts contemptuously
claims: "Antiquity! What do you know
about it?" Standing before the old Gallic Cathedral this blunt traveler said:
"It is tolerably ancient, but if you want
to visit a really old country go to Wis
consin. That is so old that everything
of this kind has disappeared entirely."
THE HAND OF DEATH.
logic no
According to Mr. Tlbbits'
great antiquity can be ascribed to the
ruins of New
Persons in the Publio Eye Who Answered existing prehistoric
Mexico.
the Last Summons.
The writer of this article will confine
to what
Laird, himself almost exclusively
Glasgow,- - Aug. 14. Sir Wm.
the Rio
the iron master, is dead.
might properly be termed
Grande district; meaning thereby that
COMMANDANT PRETORIUS.
Jagersfonteln, Orange River Colony, portion of the Rio Grande basin incluAug: 14. Commandant Pretorlus who ded between San Felipe on the south
was recently shot through his eyes la and San Juan on the north and includdead.
ing the lower basin of the Chama river.
COMMANDER FREDERICK WISE. As several of the most conspicuous
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. The na ruins of the district have been amply
vy department received a cablegram described by various writers I will not
descriptions
announcing the death at the Yokohama enter upon any lengthy
Frederick M. but proceed to give the reading public
hospital of Commander
Wise was In some facts gleaned and some conclusWise, of heart disease.
command of the Monocacy when she ions reached as the result of careful inwas fired upon by the Taku forts.
vestigations extending over a period of
six years. The most fatal enemy to
NO AGREEMENT REACHED.
truth In this specific field of investigation is
theories. A man
investigating for the purpose of demonOontiuuo
Olark Will
to Back Against the strating some pet theory had better be
in some other business, for he is sure to
Union Pacific-Nebe blind to the truth. This explains the
York, Aug. 14. The Tribune
fact that some good" men have advocasays that Senator Clark of Montana, ted
abominable
theories.
Dishonest
who is In this city, has contradicted a
is scarcely less detrimental and
eport that he conferred with the rep faking
resentatives of E. H. Harrlman in certainly more to be deplored. The man
who
the public by deducing argu
Chicago, and that there has been an mentsgulls
to prove that the cliff dwellers
agreement made by which the southern
branch of the Oregon short line will be belong either to the Eocene or Tertiary
turned over to him, and the Union Pa- period is either a dishonest scoundrel
or an ignoramus whose state of mind
cific opposition to the construction of
borders on imbecility.
Los
and
between
railroad
Angeles
hip
THE
THREE BEST KNOWN, RUINS.
said
Clark
will
cease.
Salt Lake City
The three best ruins of this district
he expected to carry the work of buildtermina- are the Puye, Pajarito and the Old
ing the road to a successful
all of which were known
;
tion.
been occupied in the 16th century. Pro
fessor A. P. Bandelier says: "The main
Tho' Tennis Championship.
settlements of the Telmas stood on the
Davis
14.
Ward
and
Aug
Newport,
west side of the Rio Grande and con
in
tha
tennis sisted of not less
won the championship
than ten villages. Ondoubles, defeating Waro and Wright, ly one of these
remains
to sight.
challengers, In three straight sot9
Santa Clara (Capo).
Tha pueblos of
(Pajaritos) "Ca- Tho challenge cup becomes the prop"June-tre,- "
erty of Ward and Davis, who won tho mitria," "Qulotraco." VAxol,"
etc., are found in ruins.
It will
championship three times.
doubtless be urged that the Informa
tion furnished by Bandelier may be at
Flagler Secures a Divorce.
Miami, Fla., August 14. Henry M. fault. The result of recent investigaFlagler, the multimillionaire oil magnate, tions go to substantiate his statements.
secured a divorce, under the new Florida These ruins have furnished nothing to
statute which provides that Insanity of prove a higher civilization than that of
four years standing Is sufficient grounds the present Pueblo Indians. The
and lamamos used for. grinding
for a divorce.
cereals are identical with those in use
THE TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION.
today. With few exceptions the pottery is of the same grade. Modern pottery makers have made some improveCincinnati Will Be the Meeting Place of ment in the way of decorations
but
have gained nothing in quality.
An
the International Body Next Year.
occasional piece of pottery decorated
Birmingham,- Ala., August 14. At In
salt glalse and of far superior qualitoday's session of the annual convention
ty to the common run of pottery only
of tho International Typographical
proves that they traded with like races
Union the consideration of the report of in Mexico where this
work
superior
An
the laws committee was continued.
was done. Buckskin
bas
leggings,
offered
amendment
by President
kets, beads for neck wear, sandals and
Lynch, relative to the manner of ap- bits of cotton
cloth and woolen blankpeal from a decision of the subordinate ets
form beyond- a doubt signs of civil
union was adopted. The appeal is first
to be submitted to tho president, except ization similar, yes identical, with the
where allied crafts are organized as ais- - house building Indians of New Mexico
The aggrieved of today. The
trict trades unions.
similarity of the conparty can appeal from the president's
struction of these ruins to existing
decision to tne oxecuuve council auu
pueblos is very marked. This phase of
finally to the International body.
the subject however has been
thorCincinnati was chosen as
oughly discussed.
place next yoar.
THEIR ANTIQUITY.
What of their antiquity? We cannot
KILLED BY LIGHTNING.
even say of these ruins: "They are tolerably ancient," for they are compara
A.
Heavy Thunderstorm in San Miguel tively modern. Everything is in evi
dence on this point. Iron spear points
County on Saturday.
of the old Spanish type, several iron
and
Las
afternoon
Vegas
Saturday
bars and the remains of an old mule
vicinity were visited by one,, of the shoe taken from these ruins, found on
storms"
recent
In'
thunderheaviest
the floor of the rooms together with the
years. Sixty flashes of lightning came furnishings of the room
are prima faA
number
In less than eight minutes..
cie evidence of Spanish
occupation,
of houses in the city were struck, but
Cedar and
prior to their destruction.
none damaged seriously.
wood fully exposed to moisture,
Just as the storm came up a number spruce
yet in a perfect state of preservation,
of freighters were starting on their us
says: "Not many centuries ago, master
ual trips. Among them were Marguer-lt- o' was here and danced to the
music of
with
three the drum and fife." What stories
Duran of Chaperito,
have
Libto
from
Las
Vegas
others, hauling
skeletons to tell? Listen: "My perthe
Islof
on
the extension
the Rock
erty,
not more
fect state of preservation
and. When a mile from town he was than three feet
under cover, subjected
Instruck by lightning and almost
to changes most trying; now dry and
stantly killed. On the seat of the wag- parched, now bathed in moisture,
ocon with him was a woman and little
touched by frost, condemns
child who were stunned, but soon re- casionally
me when I demand reverence on accovered.' The body was claimed by an count of
age. To tell the truth it does
who
lives
at
Las
uncle,
Vegas.
not seem long since I heard the war
'
U. S. Waathnr Bnxean Notes.
captain as his sonorous voice sang out
Mah-e- e
Forecast tor New Mexico: Generally 'Hah-Ta- h
fair tonight and Thursday; except local kah' and strained each nerve at the
thundorstorms in north portion.
sound of
Certainly
generaYesterday tl.e thcniimneter registered not more than ten or twelve
as follows: Minimum temperature, 80 tions have come and gone since an art,
Dim50
xi
dV;'r.-3:'0 p. m.sirlii
row from the bow of an Apache sent
at 5:30 a. m. The mau
me to watch, the bomlng of 'Montezufor tha 24 hours was 70 dema,' may the Great
Spirit pardon
grees. Mean dally humidity, 46 per cent. him."
Temperature at 6:00 a. - m. today, 68
A ROYAL PUEBLO. .
degrees.
The Pueblo de la Mesita recently visAGENTS earn $10 to $25 per day han- ited by the writer certainly has not
dling our Newest Patent 20th Cen- been in ruins to exceed one hundred
tury Combination Punching, Grip and and fifty years, possibly not so long as
Wrist Slot Machines. Pour combina- that. This is an isolated pueblo situations in one machine. One sent on trial. ted far inland about thirty miles west
Will give exclusive territory. Ameri- of the Rio Grande on a small table
can Auto Engineering Co., 220 Broad- land. The perpendicular distance from
way, New York. A
(Continued on Fourth Page.)
0.
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Special Courses are offerf! in ASSAYING, CHEMISTRY Tjnd SURVEYING.
A PREPAKATOKY COURSE is maintained for the benefit of
those who have not had the necessary advantages before coming
to the SCHOOL OF MINES
TUITION: $5.00
Technical Course

for

the Preparatory

Course:

$10.00 for the

There is a Great Demand at Good Salaries for Young
with a Technical Knowledge of Mining.
For Particulars Address,
F. A. JOpES, Director.

Men

SULPHUR SPRINGS HOTEL
feature's Sanitarium in the Ijeart of JVature.
r(ot and

Cold

Mineral Springs Amidst

Glorious Surroundings.

An Ideal Summer Resort.
Fishing and Hunting.
Good Table Board and Hotel Accommocations.
HOTEL RATE $10 A WEEK.
BATH HOUSES.
Write to

WILLIAM MYERS,

Proprietor,

HOT SULPHUR SPRINGS, SULPHUR POSTOFFICE

WELTMER.
JACOB
BOOKS AND STATIONERY.
PERIODICALS, SCHOOL BOOKS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
TI0NERY SUNDRIES, ETC.
Books net in stock ordered at eastern priced, and subscriptions
.
periodical?.,

STA

taken for all

-

AUCTION! AUCTION!
To the Highest Bidders

$9,569.00

STOCK OF FURNITURE
-

AT YOUR OWN FIGURES

Cooking Utensils of AH Kinds, Hardware,
Cutlery, Stoves, Linoleum, Carpets,

Sideboards, Chairs, Rockers.

811-v-

Pa-dil-

Cots, Couches, Pictures, Cribs, Dining Tables, Center
Tables, Wardrobes, Kitchen Cabinets, Rugs,
Crockery, Chinaware, Woodenware.

Bed Room Suites, Baby Buggies, Mirrors, Secretaries, Book Cases, Desks,
Iron Beds, Springs, Mattresses, Etc., Etc.

ANEW RAILROAD PROJECT.
Line from Santa Fe to
Las Vegaa.
A new railroad project Is being spoken
of in this city.
It Is a railroad
lino from Santa Fe to Las Vegas across
the Pecos river forest reserve. It is understood that a survey exists of a feas
ible route that would touch, the coal
deposits on the reserve. It would also
pass through a timber and an undeveloped mineral district and would open
the Pecos reserve to summer travel and
to sportsmen. Good cattle, sheep- and
goat grazing lands as well as an agricul
tural section woma aiso De suosiaiary to
the proposed line. The plan at present
is to connect at Santa Fe with the Den
ver & Rio Grande and the proposed San
ta Fe Central and thus gain connection
with tho KocK island.. At has vegas
connection Is to be mado with the pro
railroad
posed Las
which eventually is to strike the Denver
A Rio Grande Dear Trinidad. As soon as
the company is organized it Is proposed
to Interest eastern capital by making a
showing of the probable freight and
passenger traffic which such a line could
secure as soon as .it is built, and the
Industrial possibilities of developing the
water power of the upper Pecos, the
upper Santa Fe and the Galllnas rivers.
'QUAIL, LOBSTER AND GROUSE
Make their headquarters at' the Boa-To- n
these fine Italian days.

It is an Independent

A Thousand and One Other Things Too Numerous

St

to FJcntion.

AUGUST 15, 16, 17

"fite.

Morning, Noon and Evening.

lHJIHW-TMi- O

Vegas-Mora-La-

Firmiitiiiiire Co.
Corner of the Catron Blocfo

Now Mexico's Precious Stones.

Sauta Fb

lew

leiaiij

ThE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY

Entered us Second-Clas- ii
ih( Simla I' 1'ostotllce.

matter at

KATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dailr. per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, six mo hs, by mail
Dally, three months, by mail
Daily, one year, by mail
Weekly, per month
Weekly, per quarter
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year

t

.25
1.00
1.00
4.00
2.00
7.50
25
75

1.00
2.00

The New Mexican is the oldest news-

paper in New Mexico. It is sent to ev
ery postotilce in the territory, and has
a large and growing circulation among
the intelligent and progressive people
the southwest.
AVEDX MS DAY, Al'UL'ST 11.
l
New JHoxWo IpuiiiuimIc
of llic STISi C'oii8rc.
Of Kifflil and in Justice New
IHnico Should U u Mate.
Male-lioiu-

demand that no
Good polities
promises he made with political
mies when they are offered.

comene-

The comptroller of the treasury having resigned there are several deserving Ohio Republicans who think they
ought to have the job.

It is to "be hoped that General Shatter
will not be drawn into the Sampson-Schle- y
He has
controversy.
enough notoriety without it.

had

New Mexico has no building of its
own at the
exposition,
but in a number of exhibits New Mexico
furnishes conspicuous examples of its
products of which no New Mexico visitor to Buffalo need to be. ashamed.
One of these exhibits is that of Tiffany,
the great jeweler of New York. Of the
New Mexico contributions the magnificent exhibt, the Mining and Engineering Journal says:
company
"The American Turquoise
exhibits some lovely turquoise from
Santa Fe county, New Mexico, where it
has lately invested a large amount of
money in mining. The color of the
New Mexican turquoise Is finer than
that of the Persian stone and the percentage found is higher. The turquoise
favor
has lately grown in fashionable
since Mr. Kunz polished some of them,
leaving the matrix in the heart of the
hue
gem. The matrix has a reddish
which sets off the azure of the stone
admirably. It is harder to get a stone
of flawless blue, but the beautiful polish of which the stone with the matrix
is susceptible, goes far to enhance its
value. A fine collection of turquoise set
in a diamond collar and worth
about
A large New Mexican
$7,500 is shown,
turquoise polished with the matrix and
set in a belt buckle is valued at $250.
Some unique turquoise sleeve buttons
are made from the matrix, cut in flat
circles with fasted edges, and furnished
with diamond centers. Also fine specimens of agate from Rincon and pyrote
garnets from the Navajo nation, New
Mexico, are shown."
New Mexico produces a very large
variety of precious and
stones of the finest quality and according to a bulletin of the United States
geological survey one of the features of
the precious stone industry of the Uniwas
ted States during the past year
the increased output of turquoise from
New Mexico.
semi-precio-
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SCHOOLS AND OTHER

the children of blood poisoned parentage must
accept, with all its huinilluting consequences. It is
an inheritance that makes one poorer; that brings

Has Doue for

New Mexico and for Santa Fe

INSTITUTIONS

(The Southern Messenger.)
The church history of Santa Fe be
gan with its first settlement, and has
continued to grow in importance ever
since. Indeed one of the very first
buildings to be erected when the Indians first gathered around the banner
of the cross was the old church of San
Miguel the oldest church in the United States the greater, part of which is
still preserved, and now reverently cared for by the Christian Brothers of St.
Michael's college and used as their
chapel.
But to pass over the changes of the
government which came about by the
independence of Mexico from Spain and
the ultimate acquisition of New Mexico by the United States, and that period in which the struggle of the clergy
were beset with many difficulties, we
pass on to 1850 when Santa Fe was
created a vicarate apostolic and three
years later, in 1S53, made an Episcopal
see, with Rt. Rev. John B. Lamy as
the first bishop.
g
sucBishop Lamy furthered many
cessful undertakings, such as visiting
priests, the
Europe in search of new
founding of new missions, and the securing of teaching orders from the eastern states. On February 12, 1S75, by
decree of Pope Pius IX, Santa Fe was
raised to an archdiocese, Bishop Lamy
at the same time becoming archbishop.
On his retirement in 1SS5, Rt. Rev. J. B.
Salpointe, D. D., of Tucson, became
archbishop of Santa Fe, but during his
later years he too retired, and composed a book of historical
value on the
missions of New Mexico and Arizona,
He
entitled, "Soldiers of the Cross."
died about two years ago at Tucson,
where he continued to spend his winters. He was succeeded by Archbishop
Chapelle who was called from St. Matthew's church, Washington, D. C. ; and
subsequently on his grace
becoming
archbishop of New Orleans, the present archibshop, Most Rev. Peter Bour-gndwas chosen to fill the vacant see.

Themselves

Kd"Noxious Doses
Weakening of the Nerves- -

wretchedness and disease instead of health and
riches, for the child whose ancestral blood is tainted
with Scrofula or the loathsome virus of Contagious
Blood Poison is unfitted for the arduous duties of
life so long as any of the transmitted poison remains
in its veins. Scrofula manifests itself in various forms; swollen glands about the
neck and throat, catarrh of the head, weak eyes, hip bone disease, white swelling
and offensive sores and abscesses are familiar symptoms, attended usually with
loss of strength, poor digestion and pale or bloodless complexion. The skin is
sometimes most dreadfully affected, eruptions breaking out on all parts of the body.
Scrofula destroys bone, tissue and flesh; no part of the human system escapes its
wi'tliprinor hpflmtimtltrtQUOL
.
.
rwn
B1,rtntmiamiBf I Parents whose blood is poisthe glands on oned
after the birth of my first child,
by their own misdeeds,
the loft Bide of my nook began to swell. Four of or who
themselves may be
the places were lanoed and beoama open running
the Buffering for the sins of some
sores; riBings came under my left arm, and
The doctors said I remote ancestor, must rediBoharge was simply awful.
ever store their own blood to its
had the worst case of Scrofula they had
seen. I took iodide of potassium, but this nor normal purity and strength,
brought or
the other drugs given for this disease
they cannot expect
relief. When the physicians advised me to have
A healthy, robust children.
the glands removed,meI deoided to trynoS. B. B. or
S. S. S. cures Scrofula, like
signs
few bottles cured are completely;
left.
other diseases of a deep- the terrible disease
MBS. RICHARD WASSON,
seated, constitutional charac
Golden Corners, Ohio.
ter, bv rcstorintr life and
poisoned blood, and the rich, strong blood that is carried
purity to the profoundly
to the swollen and diseased glands absorbs and destroys the tuberculous deposits,
and the painful, disfiguring sores and other evidences of Scrofula disappear.
S. S. S. should be begun immediately upon the appearance of the first symptoms or where there is a known predisposition to Scrofula. Our medical department will be found of great help to those who are struggling with this wasting
disease of heredity or any other blood trouble, and we invite you to write us.
Should you or any member of your family need advice, our physicians will cheerBook on
fully give the information you desire, for which we make no charge.
Blood and Skin Diseases free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, OA.
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the order of Christian
Brothers, and
of
one of the latest in the calendar
saints, canonized In WOO, 200 years after his earthly career.
ST. VINCENT'S SANITARIUM.
Ill the year 1865 four. Sisters of St.
Vincent de Taul of Cincinnati arrived
at Santa Fe by stage, as the railroads at
that time extended only as far west as
Pueblo, Colo. At the request of the
bishop the Sisters opened a hospital
and an orphanage, and later created a
fine sanitarium which they
had the
misfortune to lose by fire in 1896. The
orphanage now has about fifty inmates,
while the hospital entails much charitable work, and the sanitarium, which
has so far been only partially rebuilt,
is conducted somewhat on
the hotel
plan. The approaches to the grounds
and several buildings nre exceedingly
lovely and all that could be desiied.
Sister Rose Gonzaga is the present su

SOCIETIES.

CURE.

Masonic.

An Ingenious Treatment by Which Drunkards Are Boing Oared Daily in Spite of

Scrofula is an unwelcome legacy, but one which

What the Catholio

GOLD

perior and hopes before very long to reTheir
build the 'sanitarium complete.
order, too, in New Mexico, has spread
with good results. They have a beautiwith
at Albuquerque
ful academy
twenty Sisters, also a hospital in course
of construction, and at San Miguel on
the Pecos river they have a boarding
find day school for girls.
ST. CATHERINE'S INDIAN SCHOOL
St.
Catherine's
Industrial Indian
school was erected in 1SS6 at a cost of
$14,000,
built by the generosity of
Mother Catherine Drexel and now in
of the Blessed
charge of the Sisters
Sacrament, the order founded
by her
at Philadelphia. The school has never
received any government
aid.
Last
year they had an attendance of 167
pupils. A beautiful chapel is attached.

MONTEZUMA LODGE,
No. 1, A F, end A. M
Kegular communication first Monday in each
month at Masonic H1I

No

A Pleasant and Positive Oure for the
Liquor Habit.

It is now
known and understood thatgenerally
Drunkenness is a dis
ease and not weakness. A body filled
with poison, and
nerves completely
shattered by periodical or constant
use
or intoxicating llquors.requires an antidote capable of neutralizing and eradicating this poison, and destroying the
for intoxicants. Sufferers may
craving
now cure themselves at home without
publicity or loss of time from business
by this wonderful "Home Gold Cure1
which has been perfected after many
years of close study and treatment of
inebriates. The faithful use according
10 directions or tms wonuertul discov
ery is positively guaranteed to cure the
most obstinate case, no matter
how
hard a drinker. Our records show the
marvelous transformation of thous
ands of drunkards into sober, indus
trious and upright men.
Wives cure your husbands!!
Chit
dren cure your fathers!! This remedy
no
sense
a
is in
nostrum but is a spe
cific tor this disease only, and is so
skillfully devised and prepared that it
is thoroughly soluble and pleasant to
the tastes, so that it can be given in
a cup of tea or coffee without the
knowledge of the person
taking it
Thousands of drunkards have cured
themselves with this priceless remedy,
and as many more have been cured
and made temperate men by liaving
tne cure administered by loving triends
and relatives without their knowledge
in coriee or tea, ana believe today that
of
their
they discontinued
own free will. Do drinking
not wait. Do no
be deluded by apparent and misleading
improvement." urive out the dis
ease at once and for all time.
The
"Home Gold Cure" is sold at the ex
tremely low price of One Dollar, thus
placing within reach of everybody
treatment more effectual than others
to ?50. Full directions ac
costing

at

7:30 p. m.

W. S. HARROUN.
W. M.
K. P. CRICHTON,

Secretary..
SANTA PE CHAPTER, No.
1, R. A. M. Regular convocation second Monday in
each month at Msjsonio Hall
at 7:30 p. m.

MARCTJf? ELDODT, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FB COMMANDER'S
No. 1, K. T. Regular con- clave fourth Monday In each
SgEK
a"""-3- 1'
month at Masonic HaU at
7:30 p. m.
E. L. BARTLETT, E. C.
P. S. DAVIS, Recorder.

I.

O- -

O. B
Paradise

Lodge,
No. 2, I. O. O. P.,
g;) meets Thursday
evening at Odd Fellows' hall.
H. W. STEVENS, N. G.
VV. R. PRICE, Secretary.
AZTLAN LODGE, No. 8, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows' hall, San Francisco street, Visiting brothers welcome.
J. A. DAVIS, N. G
JOHN J. SEARS, Secretary.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, No. I,
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of each'
month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
patriarchs welcome.
L. M. BROWN, C. P.
W. M. H. WOODWARD, Scribe.
company each package. Special advice MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE, No. ,
by skilled physicians when- - requested
without extra charge. Sent prepaid to I. O. O. F. Regular meeting first and
any part ot tne world on receipt of $1, third Tuesday of each month at Odd
Address Dept. D644, Edwin B. Giles & Fellows' hall. Visiting brothers and sisCompany, 2330 and 2332 Market Street, ters welcome.
.Philadelphia, Ail correspondence stric
MISS M. TESSIB CALL, N. G.
tiy coniirtential.
MISF SALLIE VAN ARSDELL, Sec.
Letter heads, note heads, enve;ea,
bill heads, statements, etc., in best pos
slble style and at lowest possible prices SANTA FE
LODGE, No. 2, K of P.
at the New Mexican printing office,
every Tuesday evenmeeting
Regular
f!
see
Vork
Call,
samples of
ing at 7:3 o'clock at Castle hall. Visitnc Ir.nv, your order. "
ing knights given a cordial welcome.
J. M. ANATA, C. C.
WENDELL V. HALL, K. of R. and S.
J. C.

Colonel Bryan says people are wastNew Mexico's Industrial Advantages.
ing time when thfy ask hjm it he will
New Yoik is the greatest manufacagain run for the presidency. This Is
certainly true as he has never stopped turing center of the world pimply because it possesses fine shipping facilirunning.
ties, is n railroad center and is the larA Virginia woman shot her husband gest labor market in the world. Still
because he stayed out after 10 o'clock those advantages are often outweighed
at night. The Virginia women evident- by facilities for manufacturing which
of the are offered by other cities and when a
ly do not need the protection
law. They seem fully able 'to manage town possesses a combination of facilitheir own affairs without it.
ties such as are possessed by Santa Fe,
Kansas City and return, $36.10, on
Las Vegas, Albuquerque, and a score
sale dail, Santa Fe,
The governor of Mississippi has been of other New Mexico cities, it is bound
doing his best to attend all the lynch-ing- s sooner or later to become a large indusA.. O. TJ.
that come off in the state of which trial center even though it has been
GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. TJ. W.,
THE CATHEDRAL.
he has the honor to be governor, but he slumbering for three or four hundred
meets every second and fourth
has been obliged to miss some of them years previous. New York City for ins
The Cathedral, as it now stands, is of
Wednesdays at 8 p. m,
owing to the sultriness and the fre- stance, has more 'smelters and refining
JOHN C. SEARS. M. W.
in
the form of
Romanesque
style
quency with which they occur.
Safes
and
in
the
works than any other
opened
repaired.
city
JOSEPH DIGNEO, Recorder.
the ore and matte lias to be cross, large and spacious; but only the
All kinds of repairing
The South African war is costing world, yet
of the church is completed
main
body
Asthmalene
Instant
Relief
and
to
a. 3?. O- - EXiICS.
Permanent
Brings
the
from
it
all
Arizona,
way
Great Britain $C,OOO,00O per week, and brought
New Mexi- to the arms of the cross, the sanctuary
done.
Texas,
Colorado,
Montana,
neatly
Fe
the Santa
SANTA FE LODGE, No. 460, B. P. (X
Cure in All Cases.
ring is shedding bloody co, Tasmania, Chili, New Foundland and side altars and chapels being
tears because it cannot gobble onto any and
E., holds its regular sessions on the
part of the old Cathedral. It has al
Caledonia.
New
even
SENT
and
ABSOLUTELY
ON
FREE
OF
RECEIPT
Europe
POSTAL.
of this money for the purpose of start-- 1
SIGN OF THE GUN AND KEY second and fourth Wednesdays of each
when
is again shipped ready cost nearly $200,000, and
The
finished
product
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
ing newspapers to fight the territorial
completed as designed, will probably
y Write Your Name and Address Plainly.
long distances, often to the very places be
administration.
and welcome. ' T. J. HELM, E. R.
the finest church in the west.
from which the crude material came.
San
M.
Francisco
Santa
N.
St.,
Fc,
C. A. CARTJTH, 'St cretary.
the
donors
of
its magnificent
There- is nothing like Asthmalene.
The manufacturers of New York and Among
It
Some of the New Mexican's more or
Opposite Exchange Hotel
ornamented
with
windows,
the
figures
must
In
oven
wages,
worst
tho
high
pay high
brings instant relief,
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
less valued contemporaries are asking vicinity
taxes on full property valua- of several apostles, are the names of
cases. It cures when all elso fails.
Senator
Elkins
of
silly questions. The New Mexican is rents.high
West
and
Virginia,
to
are subject
frequent strikes, the Hon. Richard C. Kerens of Missou
The Rev. C. F. WELLS, of Villa Ridge,
here to do good for the territory and to tion,
Law.
Attoineys
must
high prices for fuel and work ri.
Ills., says; '.'Your trial bottlo of Asthbattle for its advancement and pro- under pay
which
in good condition.
other
the
malene
received
I
MAX.
disadvantages
FROST,
gress and to obtain statehood for it. It manufacturer at Santa Fe would not Very Rev. Anthony Fourchegu, vicar
cannot tell you how thankful I feel for
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M.
has no time nor inclination to bandy
the good dnrived from it. I was a slave,
be plagued with. This territory offers general, is the rector of the cathedral
words.
He lias been in the territory since 1868
GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
chained with putrid sore throat and
,
many lines of industry the raw mater- and
.Asthma for ten years. I despaired of
has seen a good deal of mission life
Office ln Griffin Block. Collections a
as iron, copper, lead, zinc, sil
ial
such
A friend informs the New Mexican
ever being cured. I saw your adverCRAUSBAY'S STUDIO
searching titles a specialty.
ver
other ores, salt, alum, and oth- himself. At present he has three assis
tisement for the euro of this dreadful
that Surveyor General Quinby Vance er and
tants.
lime,
- West Side of Plaza
minerals, clay,
marble, granite,
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
and
Dclgado
and
Building
disease,
tormenting
Asthma,
has paid in taxes in Sierra county upon
THE SISTERS OF LORETTO,
sandstone, it offers hides, wool,
pelts,
thought you had overspoken yourselves,
of photo work guaranteed Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Ofilw
the one hundred acres of grazing land lumber
The
In Louisiana and Texas, the Ursulines
finest
beet
and is the best sugar
but resolved to give it a trial. To my
which he returns at thirty cents per
at prices to suit the times.
and Dominicans are famed as leading
J. M, in the Capitol.
astonishment, the trial acted like a
country in the world, it offers canaigre,
of
in the Rocky mountain
acre, and on which the taxes amount to water
but
W. J. McPHERSON,
Colo.,
Crausbay,
Boulder,
formerly
educators,
e
me
charm.
a
Send
bottlo."
land,
power, cheap fuel, cheap
about $1. "Why he has done so th low
has leased the studio known as the Attorney at law. PracUioeis In all tho
to the region the Sisters of Loretto take the
nearness
and
labor
priced
C. G. Kaadt studio, and 13 prepared to courts in the
friend did not state.
Rev. Dr. Morris Weclislcr,
academy of Our
territory. Santa Fe, New
great markets of the west, Mexico and palm. ofTheir splendid
do all kinds of work In the photo line, Mexico.
- Rabbi of the
convent and chapel ad
Lady
Light,
final
Israel.
Cong,
the
other
Orient.
What
advantages
The beet sugar trust was compelled
New Youk, Jan. 3, 1001, promptly, satisfactorily and reasona
can a manufacturer ask for in order to joining, are fitting monuments to their
WILLIAM II. H. LLEWELLYN,
Dns. Taft linos'. Mkdkcine Co,,
in Santa Fe. On September
by the Chicago officials recently to pay induce him to move from the
bly. He has studies in some of the best
fifty
years
Attorney-at-Lacongested 21, 1902,
Your
Gentlemen:
Asthmalene
is
the taxes it owed to the state of lilt
an
Denver
studios
and guarantees satisthey will celebrate their gol
centers of the east with - their sharp
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
excellent remedy for Asthma and Ilay faction. Call, examine his work
den jubilee, at which time representa
and
nois, the county of Cook and the city of
Indus
competition to the unoccupied
District attorney for Dona Ana,
never, ana us composition alleviates all get prices. Remember the
fives from eight houses in New Mexico,
Chicago. The people of Illinois are ev trial fields of New Mexico?
Surely the one in
troubles which 'combine with Asthma. Studio, West Side of Plaza. Crausbay Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties,
in
several
idently rousing themselves and the peoTexas,
and
Colorado,
Its success is astonishing and wonderful.
pioneers in an industrial movement in the motherhouse
Third Judicial District.
RELIEF,
in Kentucky, will
pie of New Mexico ought to follow New Mexico would be in
After having it carefully analyzed, we
position to no
their example and assert themselves what
be
to
in
share
the
present
can state that Asthmalene contains no
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
Carnegie and Schwab have done probably
and compel some of the large land grant
great event.
(Late Surveyor General)
themselves.
oilum, morphine, chloroform or ether. Very truly vours,
owners to pay their share of taxes for Pittsburg and
In 1S35 Bishop Lamy visited
the
REV. DR. MORRIS WECIISLER.
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. Vt. Lani
&
Assowhich are justly due the territory.
mother house at Loretto, Ky., and pro
The Age of the Cliff Dwellings.
and mining business a specialty.
cured six Sisters of the order to come
Avon Springs, N, Y., Fob. 1, 1901.
The article on another page by the to
.
. .
N. S. ROSE,
Mexico is considering the proposition
the distant west.
After reaching Dr. Taft Bros Medicine Co.
for
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Rev.
interesting
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Gentlemen:
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Attorney
set
Missouri
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,they
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it gives of parts of the Pa- the plains, mass being offered on each wonderful effect of your Asthmalene, for the cure of Asthma. My wifo has been Par value of shares
proved lands. This may be somewhat on description
N. B. LAUGHLIN,
- - $300 00
the theory of Henry George, but jt will jarito Park and surroundings as well as Sunday by the bishop in a tent. Some atllictod with spasmodic asthma for the past twelve yoars. Having exhausted mv
own skill as well as many others, I chanced to soe your sign upon your window on Entrance fee
1 00 (Late Associate Justice, Supreme Court
the
that
for
deductions
writer
the
result in the sale of many million acres
exciting experiences were encountered 130th
New Mexico.)
Now York, I at once obtained a bottle of Asthmalene. My wife com- Duos,
1 40
per share per month of land held merely for speculation and makes from the discoveries in that part on the route and more than once the mencedStreet,
SANTA FE - - NEW MEXICO."
taking it about the first of November. I very soon noticed a radical imfind
He
will
of
few
New Mexico.
in the improvement of many thousands
wild Indian peered with curiosity into provement. After using ono bottle her Asthma has disappeared and she Is
entirely
with his conclusion their tented
E. C. ABBOTT,
of acres more besides adding eonsidera to disagree
camp ground. One Sister, free from all symptoms, I feci that I can consistently recommend the medicine
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a far better policy than assessing good munal buildings and even the cliff died on the journey somewhere in Kannot what you earn.
were inhabited up to very re- sas.
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Fe at length was reachBut
Santa
grazing lands at only thirty cents an dwellings
Dn, Taft Bnos. Medicine Co".
cent times, in fact, the day may come
Feb. 5, 1001.
given to all business.
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caves and some of the cliff dwellings models
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An Automobile Race.
A feature of the Buffalo Exposition
rewill bo a race betwoen automobiles
It Is
Although
nations.
all
presenting
claimed that Franco is ahead of us In
the construction of those vehicles, it is
hoped that American manufacturers
will come In (irst. America generally
koons at Mid head of the procession inall lines 01 inausiry, buioucd uu mou.clnes. No country In the world has ever
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Hobson's Crossing
By Boland J. Dodd.

i
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(From Ksttoul lUgailn,. lloprlnted by Fermlailon.)
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Americana the Cnly Whistlers.
(Philadelphia Kecord.)
"Nowhere but in the United States
and England do men and dovis wmstio in
public without shame," said a traveler
the other night who Is on his way around
"In
t.l,n world for the third time.
France I havo hoard men mini on tnoI
streots, and in Germany and Russia
havo even heard them sing, but not
even when they aro Intoxicated will
these foreigners whistle as wn do. It is
It
odd that wo should have this habit.
is common to the wealthy and
and
among us as as well as to tho poornever
lowly. The Japaneso and Chinese
whistle. All those whom I havo met do
not know how, and they can't learn. I
have been Informed, aH a matter of fact,
Chithat neither the Japanese nor thewhistnese language has a word for
ling."

mouth and spat contemptuously on
Warm!" he exclaimed,
the ground,
You don't call this warm, do you n
"It may not be warm iiittin' here in
the shade wid nothin' to do," answered
the boss, "but just come out an' try
yer hand at lif tin' ties in the sun.
Well, I must be filling me jug."
He arose and went slowly across
the track and up the sandy road
toward his house. The operator
watched him until he disappeared
within the door. Closing his eyes,
the operator tried in vain to express
s
to himself his utter contempt of
Crossing and of the $30 a month
which he received for enduring its
heat and the deadly loneliness of the

high-bor-

n

1

a,

said.
The operator took his pipe from his

Hob-son'-

long, wilent days. Unconsciously he
ACKER'S ENGLISH REMEDY WILL STOP
formed his thoughts into the words of
A COUGH
a letter: "Dear Sir: I wish, if you
At any time, ftnd will cure the worst can find nothing better for me than
cold in twelve hours, or money refundethis situation, to tender you my resd.- 25 cts. and 50 cts.
ignation from the position of operator at Hobson's Crossing. I will reFor sale at Fischer's drug store.
main here until you can send a man
A yellow woman is like muddy water,
to relieve me."
fit on v for cooking.
On the bench inside the office,
a
James White, Bryantsville, Ind, says sounder, ancient and
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve healed sputtered at periodical intervals. As
rnnnlncr sores on both legs, we naa the Man listened idly to its mutter- suffered six years. Doctors failed to ings, he became aware of a conversa
help him. Get DeWitt's. Accept no tion which was being carried on over
the wire.
immitations. Ireland's Pharmacy.
"Do you love me, Daisy, dear?"
cocoa-nu- t
Despise not all women builtliko
asked the sounder.
trees; In every forest must be somo
"Yes, George, you know I do. What
cocoanut trees.
makes you ask?"
was
I
O. O. Buck, Beirne, Ark., says:
"I just wanted to know, Daisy, dear."
troubled
with constipation until I
was the smart Western Union opIt
bought DeWitt's Little Early Risers. erator in Chicago who was making
Since then have been entirely cured of the crippled old sounder at Hobson's
my old complaint. I recommend them. Crossing scratch and squeak with his
Ireland's Pharmacy.
clean-cu- t,
rapid Morse. The Man at
became suddenly interested.
Hobson's
cut
woman's
a
not
ear,
do
like
If you
it off; sho will hear no loss and may look He arose, and going into the little
more beautiful.
ofiice, skillfully adjusted the screws
and drew up the spring of the maA. H. Davis, Mt. Sterling, la., writes:
chine, so that the letters came in a
"I was troubled with kidney complaint clear and steady hum. This was the
one
two
dollar
for about two years, but
kind of stuff the Man loved to hear, for
bottles of FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE he himself was an adept with the
Fischer
effected a permanent cure."
key, and in his happier days had masDrug Co.
tered the mysteries of the Associate
When a woman weens pat her once; if. Press code. Love passed ii streaks
and flashes over the wire. The Chi
she still weeps beat her twice.
cago
operator's style was clear, sharp
If the action of your bowels is not and beautiful. The girl up in lioehes-te- r
serious
complications
easy and regular
strove to imitate it, but with inmust be the flnaf result. DeWitt's Lit- different success. Her style lacked
As
tle early Risers will remove this danger the finish of the master hand.
Safe, pleasant and effective.
the Man at Hobson's listened his
Ireland's Pharmacy.
fingers itched to take the key and
ns
. The wife who
scratches hor loft side once more make the sounder purr
inwith her right hand is good; sho who in his happier days. Suddenly an
scratches her leftside with her left hand spiration came to him. He looked at
cm scratch with both hands;, shun hor. the clock. It was 3:45, and the Chicago operator would go off duty at
TABLETS ARE
ACKER'S DYSPEPSIA
four o'clock.
SOLD ON A
"I'll do it!" exclaimed the Man,
Positive guarantee. Cures heart-burdown his fist on the bench.
bringing
eatafter
distress
of
the
food,
raising
The next quarter of an hour he spent
litOne
of
or
form
dyspepsia.
any
ing
of the heavy
in
tle tablet gives immediate relief. 25 old adjusting
He took out the lever,
key.
BO
cts.
cts. and
rubbed the dust off it with his handFor sale at Fischer's drug store.
kerchief, and polished the platinum
When a woman smiles and koeps hor points till they shone. Then he put
.toeth shut, marry her for a colula who back the lever and carefully turned
can bite when she laughs.
the screws until he could just see the
light between the points of contact.
A. R. Bass of Morgantown, Ind., had At
five minutes past four he opened
to get up ten or twelve times in the
the key and said, softly: "Hello, Daisy
backache
and
severe
and
had
night
dear."
pains in the kidneys. Was cured by
"Yes. George."
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE. It's guar"Do you leve me still?" whizzed the
.
Co.
anteed. Fischer Drug
old brass key.
"Gracious, Georgel" said the girl.
Ono of my best wines hated mo when
I married her and loved me when I told "Don't send so fast; you frighten
Ler to die.
me."
"I'm not sending fast," hummed the
P. T. Thomas, Sumterville, Ala.", "I
was suffering from dyspepsia when I Man. "I couldn't send slower than this
commenced taking Kodol Dyspepsia f I tried. I just wanted to tell you,
about
Cure. I took several bottles and can Daisy, that I think you're just
Kodol Dyspepsia the nicest girl that ever "
digest anything."
"Why don't you ever come up to see
Cure is the only preparation containing
all the natural digestive fluids. It me, then?" flashed the girl. "You've
such things as that for
gives weak stomachs entire rest, re- been saying
to
storing their natural condition. Ire- the last six months; you've agreed
come., half a dozen times, but you
land's Pharmacy.
never come. Now, George, you lisdon't come up next
Some wives nurso grievances like chil- ten to me. If you
dren and love them full as well; see that Sunday, as you agreed, I'll never
such wivos have a family of grievances. speak another word to you on this
wire. So, there I"
Mr. Daniel Bantz, Otterville,
la.,
Leaning back in his chair, the Man
says: "Have had asthma and a very looked at the pile of ties on the other
bad cold for years, but could get no re- side of the track and wondered if the
lief from the doctors and medicines I operator in Chicago intended to go up
tried, until I took FOLEY'S HONEY to Kochester next Sunday. Probably
AND TAR. It gave immediate relief, not.
Those city operators were imand done me more good than all the pecunious chaps, and to the best of
Fischer them four or five dollars car fare would
other remedies combined."
be a godd deal of an obstacle, even in
"Drug Co.
of love. The Man at Hobthe
nuts
in
sniii son'spath
If there is troilDie
your
Here
Crossing thought hard.
a
must
live
women
the women;
together
was a situation which required all his
week before they fight.
powers of diplomacy. This invitation
CURES SICK
MOKI TEA POSIVIVELY
must be accepted, or he would lose his
chance of keeping in practice for the
HEADACHE,
Associated Press job he had in view.
Indigestion and constipation. A delightful herb drink. Removes all eruptions It did not take the Man long to make
of the skin, producing a perfect com- up his mind.
"I'll come up next Sunday on the
plexion, or money refunded." 25 ets. and
SB cts.
nine o'clock train," he told the girl,
"but don't say anything about it on the
For sale at Fischer's drurf store.
in the office would
A woman fights with glances, a man wire. The boys here
with spears. Some glances aro sharper guy me if they knew."
Then he wired the superintendent:
than some spears.
"Please send me a pass to KochesTO tlJBAl. A rlOH'f
and return."
ter
Use BANNER SALVE, the great healThe church bells were ringing and
er. It's guaranteed for cuts, wounds, the people were going to church as
soi'es, piles and all skin diseases. Use the Man stepped off the train at
no substitute. Fischer Drug Co.
Rochester on the following Sunday
He had never been there bemorning.
Why kiss? It is llko patting a sugar fore. The place was small, he noted,
I

n,

s

s

tree.

Chamberlain's
The best physic
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Easy to
take. Pleasant in effect. For sale by
all druggists.
One wlfo Is like one meal every day,
and that one meal always boyada, the
same food; the stomach will not stand
It.

'

Mrs. S. H. Allport, Johnstown, Pa.,
"Our little gfrl almost strangled
to death with croup. The doctors said
she couldn't live but She was instantly
relieved by One Minute cougn (jure.
says":

Ireland's Pharmacy.

pmm

good-lookin-

a brown Jus
hand,
coming slowly
down the track, stepping heavily from
tie to tie, and pausing of ten to exam-soun- d
ine some fancied defect in rail or
sleeper. Finally he arrived at the station and seating himself on the bag-rigge truck beside the Man drew his
br
corded arm acr0Ba hia face- " "Tig a warm day we're havin'," he

Stomach
Hitters. For over fifty years it has been
It promotes
the standard medicine.
and
sleep, restores the appetite
cures dyspepsia, indigestion, constlpa-- '
mala-;
tion and biliousness, also prevents
fever and ague. Do not fail to try
do
you good.
the Bitters, as it will surely
bowel disorders aa Hosteller's

but it was a paradise when compared
to the horrible sand hole he had lately
left. The air was cool and sweet, and
after the death-lik- e
stillness of Hobson's Crossing, the sound, of the
church bells was sweet music in his
ears. The man promenaded jauntily
up and down the platform. He was
g
24, tall and slim, and a very
fellow when, as on this occasion, he was shaved and arrayed in his
best. Soon he caught sight of a familiar object a blue Western Union
aiirn nver n. window in the station.
rThrough this window he saw a girl
reading. She had crinkly brown hair
and a pretty face. Bashfulness not
being one of the Man's failings, he
brushed a few specks of dust from his
clothes, gave his blonde mustache a
final twirl, and presented himself at
the window of the telegraph office.
He was about to say: "Hello,
Daisy," but he did not say it. There
was something about the girl that
caused him instead to lift his hat and
stammer: "Is Miss " he stopped in
confusion.
The girl laughed.
"My name is
Daisy," she said, "and yours is George
isn't it? I thought you never were

In cases rf oour-l- or croup give the
little one One Mi.ute Cough Cure.
Then rest ear? and havo no fear. The
child will be all right in a little, while
It never fails. Pleasant to take, always
safe, sure and almost instantaneous in
effect. Ireland's Pharmacy.
If a wife sneezes at you, take snuff
and sneeze thrice at her; Then spit.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy has a world wide
reputation for its cures. It never falls
and is pleasant and safe to take. ' For
sale by all grugglsts.

coming."
The Man noticed that her hands
were very small and white, and that she
had big brown eyes.
At first they talked on telegraphic
matters, chiefly. The girl asked him
a great many questions concerning the
big office in Chicago, all of which the
Man answerpcl unblushingly. He even

ventured certain remarks about "that

at

Hobson's Crossing.""It must be hard to work in such a
busy place," said she.
"It is hard," replied the Man, "but
then, we get used to it, you see."
Later, as they walked about the
village, the girl pointed out to him
the principal buildings of the place
the courthouse, the town hall, the
public library.
"Do' you know," she said:
"You
look just as I imagined you did. You're
tall and slim, just as I knew you'd be.
I like tall people. I suppose it's because I'm so small myself." The girl
glanced up shyly into the face of the
Man and continued: "I suppose you're
disappointed with me?"
As the Man was boarding the train
later in the afternoon, the girl handed
him a photograph. "This is the picture
I promised you so long ago," she said.
"Good-bGeorge." She stood waving
guy

her

handkerchief

until the

train

passed out of sight.
The Man placed the photograph on
the bench behind the old sounder at
Hobson's Crossing. He lived in a
kind of dream and looked often at the
It rested his eyes, weary
picture.
with gazing across the track at the
desolate waste of stumps beyond.
One day he sat on the baggage
truck, holding in his hand a type
written letter. As he read it for the
fourth time he heard the sounder say:
"Daisy dear."
"Yes, George."
"Do you love me still?"
"Yes, George, you know I do."

"Honestly?"
"Truly."
At this point the Man at Hobson's
Crossing reached through the open
window and pulled a small brass plug
The
out of the little switchboard.
sounder was silent. When he reinserted the plug the Chicago operator
The Man at Hobson's
was gone.
opened the key and said: "Daisy."
"What is it, George?"'
"I've got something to tell you. Are
you ready to hear it?"

"Yes."
"Daisy," said the Man, "I am going
to leave this wire. I am going to work
for the A. P." He paused.
, "I've got something else to say,
Daisy," he went on, after a moment,
"but I guess I ought to say g. b. first.
You won't speak to me after I've told
you." He wiped the perspiration from
his brow and continued deliberately:
"I'm a fake, Daisy." Then he waited
in suspense for her answer.
"What kind of a fake, George.
There are different kinds, you know."
"Daisy," said the Man, "this is no
time to joke. I say I'm a fake. You
think I'm that fellow down in Chicago,

don't you?"
"Of course."
"Well, I aint."
"Where are you, then?"
The Man passed his sleeve across his
damp brow and sent the dread words:
"Hobson's Crossing!"
For a moment the sounder was silent. Then it said : "Why, you stupid,
did you think that would make any
difference?"
The Man was sitting on the baggage
truck in front of the telegraph office
at Hobson's Crossing. Down the
track, toward where the section gang
was working, the heat rose in curling
columns from the rails. The leaves
withered, and the paint on the station
A death-lik- e
blistered and swelled.
stillness reigned over Hobson's Crossing. But neither the stillness nor the
heat nor the flies could depress the
Man's spirits, for beside him on the
baggage truck were his leather dress-sucase and a canvas trunk." He
took from his pocket the photograph
of the girl at Rochester and gazed
upon it until, away off down the track,
Then he put a
an engine whistled.
green flag in the iron socket beside the
The
window of the telegraph office.
operator who had been sent to take
the Man's place came out of the station to say farewell. The Man stood
on the rear platform as the train
went out and waved his hand to the
newcomer, who was seated disconsolately on the truck.
"Poor devil," he muttered.
it

Laws That Fall of Their Object.
Carroll D. Wright, the federal labor commisisoner, has come to the
conclusion that the employers' lia
bility laws of the various states are
practically worthless as a means of
protection to injured employes.

i

Your Face

Shows the state of your feelings and the
state of your health as well. Impure
blood makes Itself apparent m a pais
and sallow complexion, Pimples and
Skin Eruptions. If you are feeling
weuK aui orti out j.no 3o not have a
you should try
healthy appearance,
Acker's Blood Elixir. It cures all blood
diseases where cheap Sarsaparlllas and
purifiers fail; knowing this,
we sell every bottle on a positive guarantee. ''
For sale at Fischer's drug store.

Tumor

BURLINGTON ROUTE.
Low Rates to tho East.
twice a
or
Eevry day not once
June 20
month, but every day from
the Burlington
until September 12,
ftoute offers a rate of one fare plus $3
for the round trip to Chicago, St. Louis,
St. Paul and all points this side of
those cities.
If you are figuring on an eastern trip,
by all means give us an opportunity of
quoting rates, and telling you what our
where
service is like. Write tell ua
you are going, and we will take pleasure in giving you all the information
you need.
G. W. VALLERY," Gen. Agt
Denver, Colorado.

--

Maxwell Land Grant
FARHIfJG LAJIDS UJIDER IIRIGATIOJi SYSTEFJ.
These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards.
Price of land with perpetual water rights from S17 to $25 per acre, according to location. Payments may bo made in ten year installments.
Alfalfa, Grains, Fruits of all kinds, and Sugar Beets grow to perfection.

writes:

"My mother had an ovarian tumor

which we thought would result in her death,
but we had read your advertisements and we

commenced using your ' Favorite Prescription.'
We got one dozen bottles to commence with,
and before she had taken three bottles she
and we
begau to improve ; she is living y
have given your medicine the credit. My
mother was sixty-si- x
years old when the tumor
commenced to grow : she is seventy-si- x
now
and the tumor is all gone. She had gotten
to swell
awfully large, and her limbs began
before we began to use your ' Favorite Prescription.' "
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure bili-

Chicago.
Apply to nearest

On this Grant, about forty miles west os Springer, New Mexico, are the
Baldy, where important mingold mining districts of Elizabethtown and
eral discoveries havo lately been made. Claims on unlocated ground maf
bo made under the Mining Regulations of the Company, which are as
favorable to the prospector as the U. S. Government Laws.

Near Raton, New Mexico, on this Grant, are located the COAL MINES
of the Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment mav bo found
ut good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farm
work ot prospecting can not bo successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co..
RATON, NEW MEXICO

Tie )lew Mico military Institute,

ticket agent or write

to tho undersigned who will reserve
bert.. In Slecp'og Cars.
Piir.. P. Hitchcock,
Gon. Agt. Pass. Dept.
Denver, Colo

High living, intemperance, exposure
and many other things bring on
Bright's disease. FOLEY'S KIDNEY
ousness.
CURE will prevent Bright's disease
Whon vou want a woman, tako her If and all other kidney or bladder disoryou can; If you cannot, nnilus her fen ders if taken in time. Be sure to take
hor loss.
FOLEY'S. Fischer Drug Co.
One wife is as if the clock always SUMMER TOURIST RATES TO COLmarked high noon; there are other hours
ORADO.
on the clock.
Summer tourist tickets to
Denver,
WOULD HAVE COST HIM HIS LIFE. Colorado Springs and Pueblo will be
Oscar Bowman, Lebanon, Ky., writes placed on sale June 1, to be sold dally
"I have been using FOLEY'S KIDNEY to and including September 15, 1901
CURE and take great pleasure In stat- Rates from. Santa Fe, via the Santa Fe
ing it gave me permanent cure of kid- Route will be to Denver $28.50, Coloraney disease which certainly would have do Springs $23.85, Pueblo $21.05; tickets
cost me my life." Take none but FOL- will be limited to October 31, 1901; for
EY'S. Fischer Drug Co.
particulars call on any agent of the
Santa Fe Route.
Bettor to havo a woman fear you than
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
to think she can wave a doga to a lover
Santa Fe, N. M.
behind your back. A woman admires a W. J.
G. P. A., Topeka, Kas,
BLACK,
'
lion that will eat her more than a
monkey that will chatter for hor peaFOR WHOOPING COUGH.
nuts.
"Both my children were taken with
whooping cough," writes Mrs. O. E
Dutton of Danville, 111. "A small bottle of FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
cured the cough and saved me a doc
Reduced Rates.
Chicago and return, $48.C0, on sale tor's bill." Fischer Drug Co.
daily, Santa Fe.
Kansas City and return, $36.10, on GO TO BUFFALO VIA THE SANTA
sale dail, Santa Fe.
FE.
Triennial conclave Knights Templar, $54.10 for the round trip from Santa Fe,
27
31.
to
For N. Ml, on sale daily, limited to 30 days
Louisville, Ky., August
this occasion the Santa Fe Route will from date of sale, from August 1 to 10,
place on sale tickets to Louisville and and September 1 to 10. Tickets will be
return at a' rate of $46.10. Final return sold at same rate, good for 60 days
limit September 16.
from date of sale. For particulars call
For further particulars in regard to on any agent of the Santa Fe.
these reduced rates call on or address
H. S. Lutz, Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
W. J. Black, G. P. A., Topeka, Kas.
any agent of the Santa Fe Route. .
H. S. LUTZ,
Henry L. Shattuck of Shellsburg,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Iowa, was cured of a stomach trouble
re
satisfied
Don't be
with temporary
with which he had been afflicted for
lief from indigestion. Kodol Dyspepsia
years, by four boxes of Chamberlain's
reCure permanently and completely
Stomach and Liver Tablets. He had
moves this complaint.. It relieves pertried many other remedies
previously
manently because it allows the tired and a number of physicians without
stomach perfect rest. Dieting won't relief. For sale
by all druggists.
rest the stomach. Nature receives supsensieat.
we
The
food
from
the
plies
Notice for Publication.
ble way to help the stomach Is to use
Homestead Entry No. 4,398.)
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, which digests
I.andOffico at Santa Fe, N. M., .Inly 13, 1901.
what you eat and can't help but do you Notice
is hereby given that the follow itig named settler has tiled notice of his intention to
food. Ireland's Pharmacy.
make final proof in support of his claim, and
snirl nrnnf will ha made before thn regis
G. A. R.
ter or receiver at Santo Fe. N. M.. on August
Francisco Vigil tor the e;i sw,
26. 1901 ; viz:
16 north,
1901. lots 3 and 4, section 18, township
Cleveland, Ohio, September
13
He names the following witcast.
range to
nesses prove Ills continuous residence upon
cultivation of said land, viz: Kosario
For this occasion the Santa Fe Route, and
Valencia, Kpitacio Vigil, JuaD Valencia,
will sell tickets to Cleveland, Ohio, at
Valencia, all of Pecos, N. M.
Manuel B. Oteko, Register.
a rate of $51.80 for the round trip, dates
of sale September 7 to 10, good for re- CURE FOR CHOLERA INFANTUM.
turn passage until October 8, 1801, for
"Last May," says Mrs. Curtis Baker,
particulars call on agents of the "Santa of Bookwalter, Ohio, "an infant child
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Fe."
of our neighbors was suffering from
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A. Santa Fe, NM cholera infantum. The doctor had givTopeka, Kas.l
en un all hones of recovery. I took a
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
bottle
and
scalds
cuts, burns,
Eruptions,
Diarrhoea
Remedy to the house,
and
Dehealed
sores of all kinds quickly
by
sure it would do good
felt
I
them
telling
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. Certain
In two
cure for piles. Beware of counterfeits. if used according to directions. recoverBe sure you get the original DeWitt's. days' time the child had fully
ed, and is now (nearly a year since)" a
Ireland's Pharmacy.
vltrnrous. healthy girl. I have recom
LOW RATES EAST EVERY DAY!
mended this remedy frequently and
June 20 to September 12, the Santa Fe have never known it to fall In any
will sell tickets to points in Minnesota, single instance. For sale by all drug'
WisconMichigan, Missouri, Illinois,
gists.
sin, Kansas, Nebraska and Dakota at
SEND ME THEIR NAMES.
greatly reduced rates. If you are figuring on an eastern trip we can fit you Thousands of eastern people will take
d
out In style. Two trains daily,
advantage of the cheap rates to Colostandard and tourist sleepers and rado which the Burlington Route will
free reclining chair cars to Chicago offer during June, July, August and
and Kansas City; for further particu- September.
lars call on or address any agent of They are the lowest ever made.
H. S. LUTZ,
the Santa Fe. '
If vou have any friends who are talk
Santa Fe, N. M. ing of coming to Colorado, send me
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kas. their names and I will have our representatives look them up furnish adA YOUNG LADY'S LIFE SAVED.
vertising matter reserve bertha for
them see that they have a quick and
At Panama, Colombia, by Chamber-Iain'- s comfortable
trip.
Colic, Cholera and Diaroppor
Hotel keeners! This is your
'
rhoea Remedy.
tunity. Whenever you receive an en- a
Dr. Chas. H. Utter, prominent phy- auirv about your resort, send it to me
sician of Panama, Colombia, in a recent
I will take pains to see that the writ
letter states: "Last March I had pm a er spends the summer in Colorado.
patient a young lady sixteen years of
G. W. VALLERY, Gen. Agt.,
age, who had a very bad attack of dys- Burlington Route, Denver, Colo.
entery.
Everything I prescribed for
her proved Ineffectual and she was
growing worse every hour. Her parents were sure she would die. She had
become so weak that she could not turn
over in bed. What to do at this critical
moment was a study for me, but I
thought of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
era and Diarrhoea Remedy and as a
The most
laBt resort prescribed it.
wonderful result was effected. Within
eight hours she was feeling much bet T MwtlflnlnllnilTla tllrt tffA ft fill fl.tdfl
Dnrl TffiAn.
ter; inside of three days she was upon iiaVUXO Ira
1,1 afani,tlmninif
DUttipuiiv.u"'B
her feet and at the end of one week was Btructing the exhausted digestive or
entirely well." For sale by all drug gans.
nni- - Nn nther nreriaxation
ntiniliriiavneiuujsiiuiscuYeieuuiKcoir
gists.
2an atmroach it in efficiency. It In
cures
Talk little to wemen: listen much- stantly relieves and permanently
Yfaa rftniTn.
They talk for .many and listen for few!
Nausea.
Flatulence, Sour Stomach.
SlaD some, omen otners, never p
Bick Headache, Gastralgia, Cramps and
them unless to save a word.

Santa Fe Route.

10-1- 4,

vestl-bule-

ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
THEMIMTAllY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED
AND SSn!!StTED BY THE TERRITORY.
all graduates of'Standard Eastern Colleges.
Now Bulidihgs, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete!
all conveniences.
baths, water-work-

Six men Instructors,

s,

steam-heate-

Tuition, board, and laundry, $200 per session.Is
Session Is throe terms,
resort, 3,700 feet above
REGENTS Nathan
and E. A. Cahoon.

a noted noalth
thlrtoen weeks each. Roswoll
excellen' people.
sea level;
Jaffa, W. M. Rood, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea,
For particulars address

Col. J. W. Willson,
Superintendent
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Kidney Cure
Foley's
makes kidneys and bladder right.
FHaoher

Drug Company.

iiure
Price 50c. ana II. mrge sue containsmailedf
re
p,nHFl.fll Book all about dyspepsia
-uby e. c. dcwitt aw..
mporid
IraUnd's Pfcarmacy.

UNITED
STATES

NATIONAL

DESIGNATED
DEPOSITARY.

BANK . . .
or.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
R.

J.

J.

PALEJI, President

f. VAUGhjS,

feslii!

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, Liquors r Cigars
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
Old Crow, McBrayer. Guckenheimer Rye, Taylor
OUR SPECIALTIES
and Paxton, Old Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies.
SANTA FE, N. Ai.
SAN FRANCISCO ST

fEpY

YyRKVy

SOLE AGENT

FOR

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER.

ALIj KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS.
The trado supplied from one bottle to a carload.
GUADALUPE STREET
KNIGHT TEMPLAR TRIP TO LOU
ISVILLE.
Two hundred Colorado Knights Tem- lar will attend the grand encampment
at Louisville in Auguist.
They will leave Denver at 2:20 p. m.,
Friday, August 23, on a special train
via the Burlingtdh Route to St. Louis,
thence to Louisville over the B. &. O. S.
W. Ry.
will be made at St. JosCity, eight
eph, two hours, Kansas
hours, and St. Louis, twelve hours.
In all three cities the men from the
mountains will show the natives "how
to do it."
The round trip rate, which is open to
the public, from Denver to Louisville,
will be $34.50.
Correspondingly reduced rates will
be in effect from all other points in ColDenver to
orado. Sleeping car rate,
Louisville, $7.
Berths on the Knights Templar spec
This
ial should be reserved at once.
can be done at any ticket office In Colorado, or by communicating with G. W.
agent Burlington
Vallery, general
Route, Denver, Colo.
Accommodations have been secured
at 317 Broadway. Entertainment head
quarters will be at the Gault house,
Louisville's swellest hotel, where the
hospitality of the Colorado Sir Knights
will be dispensed with a lavish hand.
An effort is being made to secure re
duced rates from Louisville to Buffalo.
This will enable persons who attend the
encampment to visit the great Pan- American exposition before they return
home.
Stop-ove-

PIIOXE 38

Mall orders promptly fllled
SANTA FE

Thomas W. Strong.

HACK LINE
Meets all Trains. Best Accommodations for Taos and
Other Points
--

rs

BY

f

LIVERY AND FEED
Tres Piedras, N. M.

i

Santa Fe Filigree
and
Jewelry Mfg. Co.

SILVER FILIGREE.
N.MONDRAGON. Mgr.

Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg., near Plaza

THE ROCKY

THE

MEXICAN
Dyspepsia Cure CENTRAL
Itfa estfi what vou eat RAILWAY
-

.

GOLD MINES

cured.

Wm. Finn, of Lima, O., obtained excellent results from the use of FOLEY'S
KIDNEY CURE.
"It relieved my
backache and severe pain over the hips
"By their fruits ye shall know them."
toned my system and gave me new
The way to judge of the value of any It
medicine is by its cures. Apply that vim and energy. It is an honest and
test to Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription reliable remedy, a sure cure for all
and it is at once lifted high above all kidney diseases." Fischer Drug Co.
medicines designed for
other put-u- p
the cure of womanly diseases. Chronic To St. Fanl and
Minneapolis via the
forms of disease which local physicians
Wabash Line.
have failed to cure, and which have
Through first class Sleeping Car leaves
yielded to no other treatment, have been
perfectly and permanently cured by the Kansas City 0.20 p. ni. and arrives ht,
use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. Paul 6.05 p. m. and Minneapolis 0.15 p.
It establishes monthly regularity. It m. next day.
Most comfortable route to the North
dries debilitating drains. It heals inflammation and ulceration and cures
Tho Wabash is also the most direct
female weakness.
and only through car lino to tho East
Mrs, Shopshire, of Ballou, Shelby Co., Ohio,
without change at either St. Louis or

THE-

MOUNTAIN
NEWS
Denver, Colorado.

DAILY AND WEEKLY

The Great Representative Newspaper of
the Rocky Mountain States and
Territories.
you can leach tbo
verv heart of Mexico
News
from All the World, IlAll
the
The Mexican Central
lustrations, Cartoons, Special
Railway is standard
Features, Etc .""to.
gauge throi phout and
cooven- -'
all
offora
subscription rates:
lences c! irtilero rail$ .75
way travel. For rates Daily and Sunday, per month
and further Informt-tlo- r Sunday only (32 to 36 pages) per year 2.50
1.00
address
Weekly, Per year
Address
it. i4 mix
ROCKY i "HJNTAIN NEWS,
DENVER, COLORADO
Com 'I Agt. El PrdoTcx

j.

THE

THE COMMUNAL
BUILDINGS

(Continued From First Page.)
the bottom of the canon where water
abounds to the summit is S0O feet and
very difficult of ascent. Reaching the
summit one is confronted by a wilderWILLIAM VAUGHN,
ness of natural palisades, alcoves and
corridors. Following the deep worn
path made by the once happy occuRenovated and Refurnished Throughout
before
pants suddenly there appears
the vision the ruins of what was once
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
the most unique and imposing pueblo
of the Tuhuas. Here the pueblos and
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Men
the communal constructions are blended into one harmonious whole forming
NEW MfcX.CO
SANTA FE
and
a building at once commanding
picturesque if not palatial. The cliff at
the particular point selected has near
ESTABLISHED 1883
the top an easterly pitch of about 45
degrees. On this slope in royal Pueblo
until the
style rise story above story
in all
level of the msa is reached,
about six stories. Back of this on the
plain and immediately connected thereto in true communal style, the building
extends somewhat ' irregularlly and
varying in distance from 200 to 300 feet.
Thus is the cliff and mesa occupied for
a distance of nearly 1,000 feet facing
the east. Under the commanding puebdiaries Wagner, Pactical Embalmer.
lo portion are a great many cliff dwellChinaware, Glassware, Picture Frames and Moldings Stoves and Ranges, ings. That all were
occupied at one
.
Goods Sold on Easy Payments and the same time and by the same
Frames Made to Order
...
people, cannot for a moment be quesSan Francisco Street.
Telephone 112.
are
tioned. In the rear, westward,
to
Calls
Stable.
Attended
Lowitzki's
at
Night
four circular estufas or council cham- fbers and two large prison cells, while
mounds.
burial
to the east are four
Charles F. Lummis says: "There Is one
of
was
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo tested by the miraculous cures attested Acoma." Here certainly S00 "a city
feet above
cated In the midst of the Ancient Cliff to in the following diseases: Paralysis, the sky" rising abruptly
miles west of Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, the picturesque and the fertile valley
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
canons. Acoma'once had a rivTaos, and fifty miles north of Santa Fe, Malaria, Blight's Disease of the Kid- of the
mesa.
an? ibout twelve miles from Barranca neys, Syphilitic and Mercurlul Affec- al In this proud city of the little
One in descriptive eloquence might exStation, on the Denver & Rio Grande tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
and figure of
haust every syllable
Railway, from which point a daily line Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
not
of stages run to the Springs. The tem- Lodging and Bathing, $2.50 per day; $14 speech and yet say: "The half has
told!"
been
yet
90
meets
to
Is
of
from
month.
these waters
Stage
per week; $50 per
perature
A SECOND ACOMA.
122 degrees. The gases are carbonic. AlDenver trains and waits for Santa Fe
The city is entirely of cut stone after
titude, 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and train upon request. This resort Is atof the
ancient
pueblos,
delightful the year round. There is now tractive at all seasons, and is open all the manner
a commodious hotel for the convenience winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente can quarried from the tufa rock which conof Invalids and tourists. These waters leave Santa Fe at 10:08 a. m. and reach stitutes the entire mesa. Hundreds of
contain 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m. the same day. large cedar beams showing no signs of
to the gallon, being the richest alkaline Fare for the round trip from Santa Fe decay are yet in place. Some of them
protruding far above the mass of
Hot Springs in the world. The efficacy to Ojo Caliente, $7. For further particruins. In other places fully
exposed
of these waters has been thoroughly
ulars, address
they yet support heavy masonry. That
they could have remained under such
exposed conditions more than a cen
of
Bunches
tury seems incredible.
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N. M wheat heads tied together nicely, found
these particular
in the rooms bring
ruins within the scope of historic times.
A native of this district, possibly a de
scendant of the pueblo and certainly a
tiller of the same soil, gave the writer
a graphic description of the fatal battle
JHERT WAGNER, PROP.
and
which resulted in the overthrow
XjIISTE X35T
ISQTTXr'rPEID STJ5.C3-the downfall of the little mesa city. In
substance his story is as follows: "The
Concord Coaches run daily between Thornton and Bland,
Two
Navajo and the Apache warriors enter
carrying U. S. Mail, Passengers and Express, making close connection at
ing into an alliance- - attacked the city
simultaneously from oposite sides. The
Bland for the Famous Sulphur and San Antonio Springs. The finest scenic
Navnjo charged up the steep incline
from the southwest. While the ascent
stage route in New Mexico. Best of service and absolute safety guaranteed.
was being accomplished the
Apache
EUGENE EDSON, Agent, Thornton, N. JW.
braves were engaging the enemy to the
war
east. The wild fiendish
whoop of
the Navajo in the rear as they reached
the crest of the mesa quelled the hearts
of the pueblos. Succumbing before so
formidable enemies a general massa
ere ensued, possibly the most
bloody
and complete in the history of the Pu
AND
A small party of warriors esebios.
caping over a precipitous cliff joined
SECOjVD rAJ4D
themselves to the San Juan pueblo,
Skeletons found in the rooms of thfs
?g
pueblo seem to substantiate this awful
history while types of Navajo and
Apache arrow points for the most part
broken and in decided contrast with
those manufactured by the craftsmen
additional
testi
of this pueblo give
SEE ME BEFORE YOU
mony. The chief occupation aside from
BUY OR SELL
farming, of this people was making arrow points. The arrow points made by
Just Received
them are of a distinct type and easily
IST" ICELAND FREEZER
recognized.
ALPINE REFRIGERATOR
WHAT BECAME OF THEM.
What became of the great numbers
Goods Sold on Easy Payments.
that once suffered and toiled for a liv
llhood on these comparatively barren
mesas? To this question many guesses have been made and many specula
tive theories hatched. There is but one
tenable answer: Those not destroyed
'
either became merged into modern Pueblos or into that population commonly
observer
called Mexican. The close
will not be surprised to find
that at
least some of the small inland villages
near the site of the pueblo in ruins,
still have the little low doors and small
the cliff
windows that characterize
be found a fall Una of
dwellers' abodes. Of one of these vil
Imported wine, tor family trade.
lages tradition says: "It was founded
Order, by telephone will be promptly flll8- by the remnants of some five or six de
stroyed pueblos. They came together
for protection under the banner of
Spain, from the raiding bands of
Apaches, Navajos and other nomadic
tribes." Juarez who brought Order out
of chaos, and set the Republic of MextS" Sole Agent for Silver King Whisky.
ico in order, also the renowned Diaz
of today, were full blooded
Indians
originating from the race that occupied Mexico prior to the conquest by
J. E. LA COME, Proprietor.
Spain. Doubtless many of the descend
races
ants of the
of New Mexico have made our legisla
tive halls resound with statesmanship-lik- e
eloquence.
Pool and Billiard Tables
This field bo replete with interest and
The OXFORD CLUB keeps: Whiskies Old Homestead, Green River. Volso full of archaeological interest is easy
Parker Rye, Famous Silver King, Irish and Scotch.
unteer, Elevation-187of access via the Atchison, Topeka &
Brandies Apricot, Peach and Apple. Table Wines. Beer, bottled, Blue
Santa Fe railroad.and the Denver &
Ribbon, Bavarian; on draught, Tivoli. Dog Head Brand imported Ale and
Rio Grande railroad from the historic
Porter. Miscellaneous Olives, Cherries, Trilby Cocktails, Egg Flips, etc.
Phone Call No. 20 and city of Santa Fe.
For a Nice Piece of Pianola Over
REV. Q. S. MADDEN.
Your Ear.
Ask for Music, and Keep Phone
Bland, N. M., August 13, 1901.
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Funeral Director.
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I(0T SPRINGS.

CALIEJSITE

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proprietor,

BLAND TRANSFER CO.

tSTEST.

BEST

se

DAVID S. LOWITZKI.
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HOUSEHOLD

WW P f

600DS

Table Wines!
jssr

"OUR PLACE"
111

W.

.

Price, Prop,

THE OXFORD CLUB.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
0,

the

PHONE

20

Charles

-

-

to

SANTA FE, N. M.

W.

Bodrov,
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
AND GENERAL TRANSFER.
and finished lumber; Texas floor
Ing at lowest market price: windows and doors
Portland Cement.

All kinds of rough

Gunther's Candles,
Eastman's Kodaks,
Hurd's Stationery,

boys are practicing esery day and will
be in good trim to put upa good game
of ball.
Exchange: Robert Lee, Prescott; J.
Hogerty, Denver; James McMahon,
Kansas City; William Denson, Denver;
E. S. Wright, Omaha.
R. M.
J. C. Enright,
Goechten, W. Jennings, A. G. Sehoen-hofe- r,
Martin Huligand, F. R. Battiee,
R. Gillin, Jerome, Ariz.
Yesterday the maximum temperature
was 80 degrees and the minimum 59 degrees. This forenoon a dust storm of
short duration brought a little variety
to the fine summer weather of Santa
Fe.
If fifty or more passengers go to Las
Vegas on Sunday an excursion rate of
$3.35 for the round trip will be granted
by the Santa Fe railroad. If less thaa
fifty go the rate will be $4.20. If more
than 125 go a special train will be furnished.
Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today
recorded the following mortgages: Lewis T. Hardy to Miguela S. de Martinez,
$300 on the flouring mill at Santa Cruz;
D, M. Quintana and Marillita de Quin-tan- a
to A. Staab, $247.05 on two lots at
Lamy.
All possible support should be given
to the projectors of the Santa Fe Central railroad. The construction of this
road means the prosperity and growth
of Santa Fe. The citizen and property
owner who does not support the project In every wajr in his power, stands
in his own light.
Palace: Daniel H. McMillan, City;
Mrs. Curtis
Rollins
and children,
Columbia, Mo.; A. B. Meyers, Denver;
James Murphy, Denver; L. F. Nohl,
Espanola: W. H. Sharer, St. Paul; J. B.
Mason, Fort Madison, la.; D. T. White,
Las Vegas; L. J. Marcus, Las Vegas;
Edith Dodson, Coffeyville, Kas.; R. A.
Longwell, Philadelphia.
The Indian who died at St. Vincent's
hospital yesterday was a Pueblo from
Isleta and was brought here against
C.
the protest of Superintendent
J.
of
the government Indian
Crandall
that he be
school, who had directed
taken to Albuquerque. The Indian will
be buried here. He died of pneumonia
and not of the epidemic prevailing at
Cochiti.
Fall is most here and with it will come
a host of healthseekers, many of them
with families. Those who have children will Immediately
upon
inquire
coming as to the school facilities of
Santa Fe and. when they hear that
Santa Fe has only badly ventilated
school buildings possessing no sani
tary equipment or heating apparatus,
they will pull stakes as quickly as they
can find a city with better school facil
ities and Santa Fe and its property
owners are the losers. Still, there are
some people who wonder why Santa Fe
does not grow.
Bon-To-
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Eruptions

Dry, moist, scaly tetter, all forma
of eczema or salt rheum, pimplea
and other cutaneous eruptions proceed from humors, either inherited, or acquired through defective
digestion and assimilation.
To treat these eruptions with
drying medicines is dangerous.
The thing to do is to help the
system discharge the humors, and

WATCHES,
JEWELRY.

11

w

cos.

IRELAND 6

MOST COMPLETE

S.

-

NTHE SOUTHWEST

LINE

JS?

Everything Just as Represented

SPITZ,

SOUTH SIDE.
OF PLAZA

CARTWRIGHT & BRO.
No. 4 BAKERY. ,
SOUTH SIDE OF PLAZA.

Groceries, Feed and Crockery,
Fernandale Gelatine contains no coloring or flavoring. Makes more and
better jelly and you can be sure the
flavoring is pure if you use Burnett's.
flavoring extracts.
Burnett's,; fruit

pastes are the only safe thing to use
in case color is desired in either gelatine or Ice cream. Ferndale Gelatine,
large package, 15 cents, Burnett's Col- or Paste, 15 cents.

CHEAP MEATS.
in looking over
our stock of canned meats to see how
large is the variety and how cheap the
price. Why broil over a hot stove when
you can buy these.
Deviled ham or tongue
."..05c
15c
lib can Compressed ham

lib can Corned beef hash
lib can Lunch tongue
lib can Calf's tongue
Roast or corned beef
,
Sardines, lemon sauce
Sardines, truffled
Puree de fois gras
lib can Veal, ham or beef loaf

You will be surpised

20c
30c
50c
15c

20c
20c

Professor Weeks of the government
25c
Indian school, who has been dividing a
25c
Albubetween
two weeks' vacation
querque and Jemez, has returned to the
Our Own Coffee in cans, per pound,
Chase & Sanborn's Seal Brand Cof- capital.
fee, only In cans, per pound, 40 cents.
and
Mrs. A. Mugler
daughter of 25 cents.
Chase & Sanborn's Choice Java and
Santa Fe, are at Albuquerque on a visit Our Leader Java and Mocha, 3 pound
Mocha, per pound, 35 cents.
for a few days with Mrs. H. Hase, after cans, $1.00.
which they will make a tour through
California.
HAT, ALFALFA,
Rev. Robert M. Craig and family are
Wire or write us for prices if living
to
but
to
the
Santa
Fe,
GRAIN AND FEED.
got
trying hard
to
be against them. They
fates seem
out of town and not receiving our
FLOUR AND POTATOES.
expected to have gotten away yesterday morning, but the hackman failed
to put in an appearance in time to ena- Large lots a specialty.
ble them tp reach the station before the
train started. Then they purposed to
go last night, but there was no northbound train last night. They will make
Mr.
another attempt this morning.
Craig will spend only a day or two In
A
remain
the capital. His family will
during the remainder of the month.
t.
Albuquerque
Hon. and Mrs. H. O. Bursum were at
Albuquerque yesterday and left in the
evening for Socorro.

....

Just Received

Fulf Line of Ladies'

Muslin Underwear at

Journal-Democra-

GERDES'
The Corner Store

A member of the Campbell

Brothers'
show was walking down San Francisco street this morning
with a jointed
fish pole under his arm which he used
very much in the same manner as a
tight rope walker would use his balance
pole'. Suddenly he stopped, and a per
son walking behind him came into
contact with it.
'Why dont' you leave your fishing rod
at home if you don't want to carry It
right?" asked the Injured person.
The circus man turned around and
muttered a hundred apologies,
saying
finally: "My good friend, I could not
well
have left this offending fish
very
pole at home, for I just bought it from
W. H, Goebel. It's a beauty, ain't It,
and only cost 75 cents. Go there at
once and get one, and you will be glad
you ran against it."
The man carefully examined the fish
rod and other tackle and started on a
jog trot for the Catron block, which is
the address of W. H. Goebel's hardware
"
and sporting goods store.
xlo-len-

"MOUNTAIT TROUT?"
Well, well, what do foa think of that?
Call at the
Bon-To-

n.

How Are Tour Kidney f

ct

of the

Feits.Pinw
itevv.f t.eitrrr
vivvkm Card Cases.
uuiiuiiu finnns

Goods Engraved Free of Charge.

Promises to cure and keeps the
promise. Don't put off treatment.
Buy a bottle of Hood's today.

train.

MRYirm

juumvuu vuiwu.

OPALS AND TURQU01S

Hood's Sarsaparilla H. B.

she is resting easy and comfortable.
Denver
Mr. A. M. Bergere will leave
for Santa Fe on Sunday next.
Miss Lou Hughes has returned to Albuquerque from a visit to her Bister,
Mrs. O. C. Watson of this city.
returned
Judge McFie and family
this noon from a very pleasant sojourn
at the summer
watering resorts of
Southern California.
Herbert H. Holt, Esq., of Las Cruces,
a member of the board of regents of
the College of Agriculture and Mechannoon
ic Arts, was an arrival on the

CUT GLASS AM FINE CHINA

YOU WILL FIND WE HAVE THE

strengthen it against their return.

Hood's Sarsaparllla permanently cured J.
Q. Hines, Franks, 111., of eczema, from which
he had suffered for some time; and Miss
Alvlna Wolter, Box 212, Algona, Wis., of pimples on her face and back and chafed skin on.
her body, by which she had been greatly
There are more testimonials In
troubled.
favor of this great medicine than can be
published.

STERLING SILVER TABLE AND TOILET WARE. .

Nearly a Fight.

W. J. Weatherly of Cooney, Socorro
county, is a visitor in Santa Fe.
W. W. Gatewood, Esq., of Carlsbad,
is in the capital on legal business.
D. T. White of Las Vegas, is in the
capital today on a business trip.
Governor Otero returned this noon
from a business trip to Albuquerque.
of Albuquerque,
W. H. Qtllewater
was among the arrivals on the noon
train..
Mrs. Curtin B. Rollins and children of
Columbia, Mo., are spending a few days
In the city.
Louis F. Nohl, of Espanola, brother.
of G. W. Bond, left here this
forenoon for Chicago.
Mrs. B. M. Read and daughter," Jose.
flta, returned last evening from a visit
to relatives at Mora.
Miss Florence Glldersleeve is slowly
improving from an operation performed
by Dr. D. Knapp last Friday.
Rev. W. H. Sherar of St. Paul, was a
visitor in the capital today and left
this afternoon for San Francisco.
Dr. J. A. Dissel of Philadelphia, who
is spending
the summer in New
Mexico, left this morning for the Pe-

Professor R. R. Grant, principal-eleSanta Fe high school, has taken
rooms at the Glldersleeve residence on
Palace avenue..
Mrs. Hardy and Miss Hardy of San
Marcos, Texas, who have been guests
at the sanitarium, left today for Colorado Springs.
Miss Edith Dodson of Coffeyville,
Kas., arrived last evening and will be
Indian
employed at the government
school as laundress.
Colonel J. Francisco Chaves left for
Valencia county thisafternoon
where
he will confer with the school directors
of a number of districts.
Manuel Otero left this forenoon for
Las Vegas to practice with the Las
Vegas baseball team for the game on
Sunday at Las Vegas with the Santa
Fe team.
L. J. Marcus of Las Vegas, arrived
last evening. He will conduct the aue.
Furnl.
tlon sale of the Dudrow-Taylture company tomorrow and the days
following.
J. B. Mason of Fort Madison, Iowa, a
journalist and printer connected with
the Democrat of Fort Madison, arrived
last evening from Las Vegas. He Is
looking for a location In New Mexico
for himself and family.
J. M. Lind of Denver, Colo., president
of the Home League and editor of its
official organ, is in the capital
today.
The Home League Is a
international organization for the protection and education of homeless children.
Dr. and Mrs. Provonce and child who
have been camping at the Sulphur
mountains for
Springs in the Jemez
the past few weeks, have returned to
Santa Fe much delighted with their
Leo Hersch received a carload of on- outing.
from
E. H. Salazar, Esq., the competent
ions and a carload of potatoes
and efficient postmaster at Las Vegas,
California today.
The dance at the Palace hotel last ev- and editor of the Spanish paper El
is in the capital on a visit
ening was attended by about twenty
couple and proved to be a social suc- to his mother, Mrs. W. H. Manderfield,
cess.
and Is also looking after some busiQuite a crowd of people from Santa ness.A dispatch from Denver announces
Fe will take advantage of the special
rate to Las Vegas ort Sunday and will that an operation was successfully peraccompany the Santa Fe baseball team formed on Mrs. A. M. Bergere at St.
The Santa Fe Joseph hospital this morning and that
to the Meadow City.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY.

CLOCKS, OPTICAL GOODS, JEWELRY HOYELTIES

DIAMONDS,

Dr. Hobbs' gparacus Plllicure all kidney Ills. Sam
pie free. Add. Sterling Itemedy Co.. Chicago or N. Y.

Position Wanted.
"

An experienced
and
skilled stenographer who can .furnish
the very best of references as to char
acter and capability, desires a posi
tion. Reason for leaving hh
present
location is necessity
for a change of
r,
care of
climate. Address
New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M.
book-keep-

er

Wholesale and retail dealer In the following specialties: Guns, Pistols, Ammunition-, Trimmings, Harness; Hardware, Tinware, Crockery, Glassware, Boots,
Shoos, Hats, Clothing, Carpots, Plated Ware, Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Gems,
Fire Works, Stationery, Toys and Notions, Japanese Goods, Pipes, Cigars, To
bacco, Curtains, full line of Musical Instruuionts and Fixtures, Oil, Paints, Olass

Spring and Summer Hat& and Caps,
Garden and Ranch Implements,
Outing and Fishing Supplies.
Agent for QUICK MEAL RANGE.
JIEW IODEL SEWIJJG

Select Stock of

New and

SANTA FE

-

-

NEW MEXICO.

LEOI
WHOLESALE

and
RETAIL

book-keepe-

DEALER

IN

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

- Only Exclusive Grain House

"MEXICAN SORTS."
Posole, Temole, Tamales, Chile Con
Carnl, Chile Verde, Frljoles,
Menudo,
Chlcharones, at the
Two furnished rooms with board. For
terms apply to Mrs. M. A. Bush, first
door south of Palace hotel.
WANTED A good cook. Inquire at the
.
New Mexican.
Bon-To-

and GLASSWARE

QUEEMSIVARE

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

book-keepe-

WANTED: A position at once by good
r,
double entry
best of references. Now employed by one df the
largest firms In western Texas; he has
had several years' experience at ranch
work; address Lee Ederington, HollI-da- y,
Texas.

AChE.

.'

BTThe Only Original Gold's Curiosity Shop

In

City.

in the City.

n.

Gold's General Store,
And
DEALER

IN . .

Indian and

BEST FOR THE
PE

DOWELS
healtbr DioTement of tb
If you haTra't a retrnlu, 111
or will be. Keep your
bowell every day, you're
bowels open'and be well. Force In the ehapeof vioU
lent physio or pill poison,
danyerom. The emootta'
elearand clean 1b to talce

ST

CANDY

GOLD,

Prop.

pieman Curios.

Established 1859.

War Clubs and Battles, Buckskin
Bows and Arrows,
MexBeaded Goods, Mexican Coin Jewelrv, Mexican Opals and Turquols,Choco-latican Blankets, Mexican Feather Cards, Mexican Cigars, Mexican
Chimayo Indian Blankets, Yaqui Indian Blankets, Moqui Indian
Blankets, Apache Indian Baskets, Yaqui Indian Baskets, Pueblo Indian
Baskets, Acoma Pottery, Aztec Idols and Curios, Santa Clara Potter"
A Specialty" Mexican Drawn Work.
Navajo Indian Blankets
s,

. New Mexico.

Santa Fe
EAT EM LIKE CANDY

THE EXCHANGE HOTEL

Never Sicken, Weaken, or Orlpe. 10, , aad M eenu
per box. Write for tree sample, and booklet on
STERLING

RBItDT COSFAKT. OIICIOO er HIW JORI.

KEEP YOUR

BLOOD

J1.50 Por Day $8.00
BEST LOCATED HOTEL IN CITY.

m

GLEAN

J. T, Forsha

PHARMACY

THE LEADING DRUG HOUSE OF SANTA FE.

MAUL

-

-

Proprietor

SPECIAL RATES by the Week or Month for Table Board, with or without
SOUTHEAST COB PtAZA.
Room.

ORDERS SOLICITED

Choicest Brands Cigars
Toilet Articles and Perfumes
Full Line Leather Goods ;

